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About This Game

Darkness and Flame. Born of Fire - adventure quest game with hidden objects, mini-games, and puzzles, set in a unique fantasy
world, the Fertile Lands, filled with oases and infinite deserts.

A young girl named Alice finds a strange box holding an egg. From that egg a Bird of Fire hatches, and somehow enters right
into the girl, leaving a burn mark on her arm. From that moment on, Alice is part of the eternal battle between Darkness and

Flame. Soldiers are after her, but Alice's father manages to save her - at the price of his life. Forced to flee her home, Alice sets
off to find her only relative - her uncle - someone she has never met. Together they'll have to undergo many trials in all corners

of the Fertile Lands, meet exotic tribes and races, avoid imminent danger, solve dozens of puzzles, and finally face the great evil
threatening the whole fantasy world. Will Alice manage to harness the power of the Flame granted to her by destiny, and save

her lands before they are turned into a lifeless desert?

Game features:
• Bonus chapter featuring a different central character.

• Collections, achievements, morphing objects, bonus puzzles
• Wallpapers, concept art, soundtracks and more.

• Strategy Guide included.

- Immerse yourself in an amazing adventure in a fantasy world
- Meet the peoples of the Fertile Lands

- Solve dozens of puzzles
- Harness the power of the Flame
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- Save the world from a danger threatening to annihilate every living thing
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Publisher:
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I played this ages back when it was just Alteil on browser, and before its reboot to Alteil Horizons. So when I saw it on steam, I
got it again and was looking forward to playing. I even contacted support about my old decks on old accounts. And full props to
them, they reset passwords to my email and I got my old cards back next day. So top notch support.

But unfortunately, thats where things grind to a halt. I run an i7 windows 10 and haven't any problems running any game I've got
so far. So it came as quite a surprise how bad this card game runs. Actually, barely runs. As I said, I've played this before, but
years ago. So I went to the tutorial to get a refresher. Didn't acually explain much and it soon crashed. So I said "Fine, i'll relearn
playing NPCs" So I went to arena's to duel NPCs. I haven't managed to load into a game yet. Been trying on and off for a few
days now and haven't managed to start a game so far. I actually have it in the background running now hopeing to load in. And
in this time, I have gone and read the current 56 reviews of this product. And then had time to write this review myself. And still
not gotten in.

Maybe I'll just try and challenge a player (despite barely remembering how to play or what my deck is set to do) and it may run
then. Cause otherwise the only play I have got from this game so far is the single player missions. I've done 2 which ran fine but
they came with set decks rather than using my own, so didn't really help me with learning my game or deck. A story mode with
set goals and actions rather than normal game mechanics.

But overall, this was a great disappointment. I'd like to say I recommend this game, but I just can't in it's current state. The fact
that I also have to use windows task manager to fully close this game says something. It is free, so you can just get it and try to
see if it runs for you but there are many better card games around, even free ones.. Where is Battle Interface like 'Persona4' in
screen shot ?. Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this game is epic, I love this game.

I highly recommend the 45 minutes playtime

the game has great humor, just saying, and everything is adowable uwu. If you have read some other comments then you should
know. The 8 characters aren't out yet tho will be added. From that you also get and i quote "those new fighters also come with
their respective stamp, set of alternative colors and Lobby Avatars." if you still don't get that part. It basically means you get
those 8 characters playable AND as lobby avaters and ALTERNATIVE COLORS: Not to mention (maybe more then one) their
stamp. If you are looking through through the DLC's without having the game and thinking "What is a stamp used for?" well
their used for in game chat as PICTURES that you can have fun with. You can also set a presetted message from the game to a
stamp for your choosing. If you ask me this is highly worth it for the main reason its 8 new characters, 8 new lobby avaters for
free, alt colors plus some stamps. Also the other DLC's is worth it if you ask me tho thats my opinion.

Hope this was helpful!. It's like Minesweeper and Candy Crush grew up and got puked on by a pixie fairy at a kegger <3. The
cutscenes are bad, like Wing Commander 3 bad.
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Pros-
good gameplay
get to draw whatever you want as the two characters

Cons-
very short

EDIT: another con is that u cannot delete game progress
if there id a fix plz tell me. HIGHLY UNDERRATED. has very good reviews and for a reason. but i feel like this game should
be way more popular! awesome feel to the game, massive maps and the game style and setups are unique in its own way. highly
recommend this game!. Tsioque is a wonderful 2D adventure game that was thoroughly enjoyed both by me (34yo) and may
step daugther (6yo) for around 4h (we did cheat in 3-4 moments though). Humour, artistic style and quite a unique and
surprising plot are definitely worth the reasonable price.. Great fun arcade action. Clearly it's a revamped new-age paperboy
clone. But that's ok as I feel it betters it in every way possible. You will find 'constant' nods to all things from the 80's and early
90's here. From cameos of old cartoon and movie characters. To old videogame characters turning up. It's a good laugh. :).
PRETTY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING COOL. Nice concept, team vs team in the skies.
Air Bucaneers VS Vikings (Blue and Red) battling in different airships in the sky. Shoot down and destroy other airships using
things like cannons.

This was an Indie Online game Greenlit by the communtiy to get on Steam, it doesn't look great, is decent in terms of fun
gameplay but missing a lot.

Since servers are always dead, there isn't bots and I didn't play for long I don't recommend this game.
3/10. BAD COMMENT***
Two of my computers can't pass the test.
AVG anti-virus detected it is inflected while the GIMP section loading fonts. I need to turn off the anti-virus.
I also can't pass the test because it has a error at the last multi media section.. Great game.. This game is absolutely fantastic.
Truly authentic to the NES in every way. Great work, can't wait to see Haunted: Halloween '86 on Steam!. This game make your
brain make fast choice so i recomended this game for brain study
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